KING BROTHERS SINGERS
L-to-R: Joe Smith (tenor/baritone), L.T. Lacy (baritone), Louis Candys (lead tenor),
F.E. Lacy (bas), Grady Elbert (tenor)

The Louis Candys Story
as told in his own words to Opal Nations
I was born in Crossett, Arkansas, a little town off Highway 82 not far from the Louisiana
border in 1936. Crossett was a tiny saw-mill town. I haven't been back in thirty-six
years. Crown Zellerbach's paper factories were the town's largest industry. My dad
worked at a chemical plant. He was a hard working, strong, creative fella, put in a lot of
hours in a cafe as a chef-cook. But I guess there wasn't enough money in the food
business, so he planned to come out here to California. He set out in 1942. Left us
behind, my mom and four kids, three boys and a girl. My dad's name was Frank
Candys. He sent for us in 1943. We got a ticket and I remember catching a train
called "The Flying Eagle." We had hopped on a bus to Denver to catch it. I was six
years old when we set foot in California. My mother's name was Ellen. My first
recollection was that of my dad picking us up at the train station. He took us to where
he was living on 12th and Magnolia, near De Fremeny Park in Oakland. Not long after
that the house caught on fire. So we stayed that night in a young woman's attic, a
wonderful lady, don't remember her name. The only space she had, she had made it
real nice. After the fire was put out, the place was cleared. Only a part of the property
burned up, so we moved back into the house temporarily. After a while we found a
better place to live at 8th and Cypress, close to where the West Oakland BART station
is now. It was a pretty place and we settled for awhile. In 1946 we moved to Cypress
Village at Cypress and Woods. My mother was a devout Christian lady, a Baptist.
Took us to church regularly. My dad was murdered in 1947. He was the first black
foreman or "straw boss" at General Metals. The place is all boarded up right now. It
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was a big money-making foundry at the time. Racism was at the root of my Dad's
death. Folks were jealous of him being the first black foreman. Black and white folks
conspired together against him. He was making top dollar. White put black up to do
the job. He was on his way to see a friend in hospital when they snuck up behind him
and struck him over the head with a car tire iron. I can't say whether the company or
his boss were directly responsible, but my mother knew who it was. She didn't process
or press charges because she didn't have any money to hire a lawyer.
In 1948 I organized a gospel group and we called ourselves The King Brothers
Singers. I sang lead. Joe Smith and L.T. Lacy sang tenor, Grady Elbert sang tenor
and baritone, and F.E. Lacy sang bass. We sang together quite a bit, but only for fun.
A retired army chaplain by the name of Rev. Mayfield pastored a small church in the
Village and we would congregate and have a little service. Our group would sing the
traditional spiritual "Have a little talk with Jesus." But the church was too tiny so he
moved to a place of worship at a recreation center in Bay View. Bay View was down by
the train station at Cypress and Grand. The building was an army barrack-type
structure in a little village-like setting. My group only knew two songs, I can't recall
what the second one was.
I loved to sing because my mother was always singing around the house. She
had a beautiful voice, a voice like an angel. I developed my singing listening to her
sing church songs. Our group, the King Brothers Singers, were all neighborhood kids
aged from ten through thirteen. I was the youngest member. In 1950, there was a very
popular gospel quartet in our area called The Silver Trumpet Singers. Nobody
remembers them now, and I don't recall the names of the members in the group. The
Silver Trumpets who recorded in 1951 for Prestige I think are a different group. These
guys were real good. All the fellas in the group had kids. We would hang out at Silver
Trumpet rehearsals. They'd hold rehearsals out of their own homes, and we would go
and listen. After awhile the group's kids and I started copying the music sung at the
rehearsals. Pretty soon we developed a group called The Silver Trumpet Juniors. It
wasn't long before they'd take us along on their programs. I sang lead along with
Central Safford who became second lead. Hayward Myares and Golden Louis sang
first and second tenors. Wesley McDaniels and Elihue Smith sang first and second
baritones, and Clyde Boyd filled in on bass. A Rev. Sellers from Louisiana (no relation
of Bro. John Sellers) sang in the group on occasion.
Major competition came from a group called the Keys of Harmony who later
became The Golden Keys. The Keys became one of the toughest and most popular
groups in the Bay Area. This group recorded two records in the mid fifties, one each
for H & W and Bob Geddins' tiny Irma label out of Oakland. Elmore Franklin of The
Mighty Clouds of Joy sang both bass and baritone in the Golden Keys. In 1951 I was
in the Holy Spirit, singing at The Rose of Sharon Baptist Church in Richmond, Ca.
Out of the early fifties emerged a group known as The Southern Travelers. They
were the top quartet around the Bay Area at this time. As groups like The Rising Stars
diminished in popularity, The Southern Travelers rose to take their place. This group
was the role model for up and coming gospel singers. They had a lead named
Woodrow Howard (soul singer Maxine Howard's father.) Boy, that man could sing! He
had a real strong voice, a voice like a woman. They had a baritone named Sherman-he was an original member who doubled on acoustic guitar. Other post-war founding
members were James Powell, a tall guy from Richmond, Jack Allen, tenor singer, and
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of course the legendary Abraham Battle, founder, leader, manager, and trainer. These
guys sang Jubilee like the old Golden Gates.

Battle was the best Jubilee lead around during that period in time--no one else
was even singing in the Jubilee style. he would do monologues. he'd tell a story in
song real quick, and the guys would be on the ball and be right there with him. You talk
about rap today, man these guys had it down. They broadcast every Sunday morning
on KWBR. A show hosted by Jumpin' George Oxford. This was back in 1952-'53 when
I met them. Also on the scene were The Hawkins Singers. They'd come on the
broadcast with us. When I sang in The Southern Travelers, Edwin was just a little guy.
they put a milk carton box under his piano stool so's he could play.
The Trumpets were always singing programs with The Southern Travelers. The
Travelers liked my lead singing so well they lured me into their group. This was around
1953-'54. These guys had contacts everywhere, they sang down in the valley,
Sacramento, everywhere. These guys were sharp, man, wore black and white tuxes.
In 1953, I was just getting into high school. All I knew at the time was singing religious
music with the groups. I loved it so much. I made one record with The Southern
Travelers. Came out simultaneously on Bill Mc Call Senior's 4 Star label, Bob Geddins'
Oakland-based Big Town, and Don F. Pierce's Hollywood Records in the spring of
1954. On "He's my guiding light," I sang fifth and high tenor. We only made one
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record, as far as I know. When I sang in the group, Howard and of course Abraham
Battle were there but Wesley McDaniel had replaced Sherman, Sidney Haney had
stepped in to take Jack Allen's place, Prentice Mobley was acting substitute for brother
Frank, and Levern Ball had taken over the bass singing from James Powell.
Incidentally, Abraham Battle is currently writing up a history of his group and is
trying to piece together a musical repertory. Battle organized the American Singers
Alliance. This is an African-American musicians' union. Had locals in Richmond and
here in Oakland (Local number three.) There were branches all over California., as
well as locations in Oregon and Washington state. Abraham had one brother who was
a missionary and ran a mission society to help poor folks. The Oakland union local is
still active today. I was part of Local number three.
In 1953, Battle, being the founder of the local and manager of our group The
Southern Travelers, had placed himself and us in a lofty place. We had become "the
big group," the center-piece. Everybody had their eyes focused on us, so we had to
always prove that we were the best. Beat out the competition. All in all we were the
best group.
In 1953 I enrolled at McClymonds High School. I think the first semester I was
there the school was having a talent show. I was hanging out with some guys I grew up
with, Huey Rountree, Le Vern Ball, who sang with me in the Travelers, Ervin Swanigan,
and Harold Foreman (who incidentally died in 1992) and lastly a young gal by the name
of Mamie Bowens. We all got together in a group and rehearsed two songs for the
talent show. Lo and behold we played and won that competition. The song we sang
was The Harptones' hit "Sunday kind of love." We called ourselves The Cool Notes.
We got that name 'cause so many people said we were cool. We switched clothes all
the time so's people would think we had large wardrobes. We were always looking
neat and sharp. We guys looked like playboy types. Always had a good rapport with
the gals. We'd rehearse at Huey's house. We all had a good sense of harmony and
hit those cool notes. But we never recorded.
At the time I joined The Cool Notes, my younger brother Willard or "W.L." as we
called him, joined a group called Alan Richardson & The Starlighters out of Oakland.
Willard sang on the one record the group made for Bob Geddins' Irma label in 1956
entitled "Love Cry," a ballad in the solid weeper tradition of the time. The reverse,
"Last Night" was a jump tune with frantic guitar figure accompaniment. The record was
the first put out on the label, I think. Never sold too well and is extremely hard to find
today. Willard copied everything I did. When I competed in the school high jump,
Willard practised 'til he got better than me. But back in 1953 I competed in the Bay
Area high jump championships against Johnny Mathis. Mathis was the star high jumper
at San Francisco State University.
In late 1954, I quit The Southern Travelers.
That was about when Swanigan and Mamie Bowens dropped out of The Cool Notes.
Ervin was replaced by Ed Kelly who played piano for us. His wife Faye sang in The
Joy Spreaders gospel group who recorded for Music City. Kelly became one of the
finest musicians around in the Bay Area. He played the Claremont, specialized in jazz.
He also played the Marriott as well as taught piano in his spare time. Ed Kelly played
for us at high school, at our performances, everywhere.
Me and The Cool Notes continued singing as a quartet. We were called to sing
at assemblies, graduations, at Richmond High, and at Kwanas Club Shows. Someone
dropped a few words to Ray Dobard at Music City on Alcatraz in Oakland. Gave us a
good word, so he contacted us. We weren't really interested in recording at that time.
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We were just singing for kicks. Dobard did try to persuade us to record. Eventually,
and as things progressed, we did get excited about making records. So The Cool
Notes took a trip to L.A. We first went to Art Rupe at Specialty in Hollywood, but he
said we were all too young. Being only eighteen and nineteen years old, we weren't
old enough to sign a contract. Then we stopped at Capitol and were told the same
thing. We then headed for Modern Records down in Culver City. They showed some
interest but didn't offer us a contract. When and wherever we showed up at a record
company, they would interview us, tape us singing, but that was always as far as it
went.
After many disappointments we would end up at Dootone Records. Dootone
president Dootsie Williams was signing everybody he could get. Didn't matter about
being underage or anything. Anyway, we just wanted to be signed, we didn't care by
whom. So we made a deal with Dootone, went down to South Central L.A. on 97th, I
think, and did our audition. Among the songs we chose to sing were The Drifters'
recording of "Your promise to be mine" and "I played the fool," a tune cut by The
Clovers. Dootsie expressed interest and signed us up. But he wanted us to change
our name. He didn't like The Cool Notes--it sounded too long, he said. We fished
around trying to find a shorter name.
For some reason, I thought about the song I sang most frequently. I used to sing
"Danny Boy" in high school. In fact, I was always singing the part which went "the
pipes, the pipes are calling." I thought we all had beautiful sounding pipes, and the two
thoughts came together. We settled on The Pipes as our group name. Our first
session was at Ernie Freeman's house in his studio garage in the early spring of 1956.
I'll always remember it because my mike was set way up high, and I had to stand on a
crate to sing into it.
We cut four titles, "Be fair," "Let me give you money," "You are an angel," and "I
love the life I live." Huey shared lead with me on the ballads, but sang lead without my
help on the jump tunes. Shortly after "Be fair's" release, Dootsie took us to Johnny
Otis, drove us out in a great big Cadillac convertible to the radio station where Johnny
was doing his program and presented our release to Johnny who played it that
evening. "Be fair" became a monster overnight smash in the Los Angeles area. We
saw Johnny breaking the records he didn't like by other artists. He smashed them
against the rim of a garbage can.
Although Huey Rountree was our manager and arranged things jointly with
Dootsie to get us gigs, it was Dootsie himself who found us work with Roy Milton. Roy
had Mickey Champion as featured vocalist at this time, before she became a major
artist in her own right. During this period we met up with The Drifters. The Drifters
would come to Sweets Ballroom. If a major group came to play the Sweets in Oakland,
The Pipes always shared the bill. Once, when The Drifters and Pipes shared the same
billing at Sweets, we all got to sitting and talking in the upstairs dressing room. This
was Johnny Moore's first Drifters group who had just recorded "Adorable" backed with
"Your promise to me mine." Gerhart Thrasher sang second lead tenor, Charlie Hughes
baritone, and Bill Pinkney filled in on bass. Anyway, George Treadwell, the Drifters'
manager, asked if I would join the group, sign a contract, and return with the guys to
New York and record. I was courtin' my wife at the time, besides which The Pipes were
really taking off. "Be fair" was getting to be big. The Pipes were all my old school
buddies, and we were close, so I said no. All I wanted was to stick with the group and
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hang with Allyne Hunter. Allyne and I married in November 1956, and today we have
three beautiful children. She is a wonderful wife and I love her very very much.
I remember that The Drifters were after me so much that every time they
appeared at a theater near us in California, they'd send us (Allyne and myself) tickets
to go see the show. Meanwhile, The Pipes played the Concord Pavilion, The Dream
Bowl in Vallejo, the county fairgrounds, all over Bakersfield and down in L.A. But we
never played a gig outside of California. "Be fair" struck big-time in the golden state
and stayed a regional best seller for weeks. We never did break national or play the
big coast-to-coast gigs, make the big money. We played Sweets in Oakland
repeatedly, sang at Palamore Gardens.
We knew how things were going down with other groups, so we steered clear of
managers and their crooked deals. Dootsie didn't pay us a dime. He always kept two
sets of books. he would tell us that our money was used up on our recording sessions.
He withheld money, took money out once when we had to take a train to L.A. We
never owned a car or any form of transportation, so he paid for us to get to our dates,
took it right out of our royalties. The only money we made was from the little gigs we
played and had arranged for ourselves. At one point we made some pretty good
dough, but then we blew it. We traveled to San Diego with Johnny Heartsman and The
Rhythm Rockers. Appeared on the same bill with Jesse Belvin, The Cliques, and Etta
James. We were driving to get there in a borrowed car, but the car broke down. One
of the members in our group had to call his dad and have him come drive us to the
airport so's we could fly down. We arrived in San Diego late and had to rush so much
we were still fixing our ties and outfits when we were called on stage.
We seemed always to be busy working. To keep us making money and in the
public mind, Dootsie issued our follow-up single, "You are an angel," in the fall of 1956.
Huey wrote the music to this ballad which was, as far as the arrangements were
concerned, ahead of its time. Huey had a problem blending his voice, and the song
was hard to sing and to copy. It didn't have the hook or the plaintive melody that our
first record, "Be fair," had. Consequently, the record never took off, although the
bluesy, mid-tempo flip "Love the life I live" caught a fair amount of air play.
A while later we all went back to L.A. to record a second and final time for
Dootsie Williams. We had a song with all our girlfriends' names in it: Yvonne, Jackie,
Arlene, etc., and to go with that, a tune called "Don't leave me baby, don't go." We
presented the songs to Dootsie, but because our second single didn't do too well,
among other things, he wasn't interested in us or our music, so we headed for home. In
my heart, I wanted to return to gospel music, and we all felt we ought to give it one
more chance before breaking up the group. We did a sorta vanity recording, formed
our own label called Jacy, and paid for the record ourselves. "So long" was the
topside, a deep-soul sounding mid-tempo plea-song based on gospel chordings and
arrangements. The flip, "Baby, don't go," was a reworking of the song we first offered
to Dootsie, a gain a deep soul medium tempo shouter. I took lead on both these tunes.
The record went nowhere. Because the single was pressed in a limited edition, it's
extremely tough to find--only a handful of copies are said to be in existence.
Most of The Pipes eventually enrolled at Merritt College. Harold and Huey
joined the army. The group broke up but stayed friends. In 1958, I sang with another
gospel quartet called The Original Fideletones of Oakland, the finest group I ever sang
with around the Bay Area. These guys were versatile and could wail. The outfit
consisted of Wesley McDaniel, baritone, and Jimmy Jennings, lead. Jimmy had
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traveled with major groups like The Gospelaires of Dayton, Ohio. At one point they had
a tall tenor singer named Jimmy "Sonny Boy" Thompson who hit fifth natural. Apart
from myself (and I sang fifth and shared lead), we had Sammy Wells and Roy Pasley
who also carried lead. Other fellas passed in and out of the group at this time, namely
James Mull, tenor, Lawrence Hopkins, bass, James Hopkins, lead and guitar, and John
Wyatt who served as manager. The Fidelatones did well. Our first single, cut in 1958,
came out on the group's own label - Fidelitone - "I am a witness for the Lord" lead by
Jimmy Thompson and James Hopkins, backed with "I have a friend." I took the lead on
that one.
Our second single, made in 1961, was on the tiny Anika label out of San
Francisco. The songs were "When the Lord calls me" on which I took lead, backed
with "Leave your burden there." On this one I shared lead vocals with Roy Pasley.
When "When the Lord calls me" came out, it swept the Southern states, went over big
down in South Texas and Louisiana. It was a beautiful, sweet song, really got to
people.
In 1962, The Fidelatones took a tour. We packed into Wesley's 1957 Chrysler,
the model with the hydromatic suspension. We drove all the way to Houston, seven of
us, plus John Wyatt, our manager, now a preacher, incidentally, out in Richmond.
Wyatt had previously traveled the routes we were taking and had established good
contacts. He booked us to play in Seguin, Texas, as our record was going so well
there. When we hit Dallas, we decided to stop by a radio station that had a gospel
program, introduce ourselves, and try to get them to play our record. Our only
knowledge of the station was that we were tuned into it while we were driving south in
the car.
When we got to the station, having driven way out in the boondocks, we met up
with this d.j., Mack Daniel, who doubled as a major gospel booking agent. he took us
on and put us in his morning broadcast. Oh boy, the calls came in fast and frequent.
Daniel had us stick around. Said he was going to make us some big dough. So
instead of sticking to schedule and driving on to Seguin, we stayed out in the boonies
at The Von-Brown Hotel, a joint run by a preacher named Father Von-Brown. His thing
was laying in a casket for hours in a trance. Later on, when we were on our way back,
we learned he had died in this condition.
Anyway, like in no time at all, we arrived in Dallas, and pow, here comes The
Hightower Brothers, Gospelaires, and Harmonizing Four. They were all appearing on
our program and lodging at the same hotel we were all staying at. We first played
Dallas, then went with these three major groups to perform at Forth Worth. There we
were in Forth Worth carrying on and fast running out of money. What happened was
The Gospelaires were recording for Peacock and wanted us to go with them to meet
Don Robey in the hope that he would sign us to a recording contract. But instead, we
fooled around in Dallas for almost two weeks. Never made it on to Seguin. Never got
to Houston or Peacock Records where we hoped to borrow enough cash to make it
back to California. Instead, we spent our last dime goofing off in Dallas.
In the interim, my wife had gone back to Kansas City to visit with her mother.
Wesley finally got enough money to return home, I stuck with the Fidelatones just a
little while longer. Sang with them on a few occasions, then quit. I left because of the
alcohol. Being raised in a Christian family, I couldn't go along with it. The guys would
party on weekends, then go out and sing Sundays. The last two records the original
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Fidelatones made were on The West Coast label; all four songs were lead by Jimmy
Jennings. I was also working a job at General Motors in Fremont.
I stayed out of singing from 1962 to about 1974. I didn't sing at all, but I always
had groups after me. Pop and religious groups. I didn't want it. I was through with it.
The Intervals wanted me in their group. So did The Natural Four when they were
looking 'round to get the initial members together. Two members of The Natural Four
worked with me out at General Motors. Al Boden was one. Even The Ballads made me
an offer, but I turned them down, too.
Friends and members of my family ran a little club, and we'd put on fund raisers
to take kids on picnic trips. This was in and around Oakland during the 60s and 70s. I
became a Black Panther and helped organize the General Motors chapter in 1970. I
felt I had to get back somehow, seeing as how my father died. Huey Newton used to
live close to us in the Village. He grew up there. Huey came out to the plant once and
got in Kenny Horton and two others. We kinda organized the chapter there and then
on the spot. What got me out of the Black Panthers was I went with a white friend to a
union meeting one night and got in an argument. I got real angry and almost got in a
fight with one of my friends. It was then I found I couldn't hate people. I just wasn't
raised like that, so I just eased out of the party.
We had a bible study group at General Motors, and out of that group I was
called to preach. I became an ordained minister in 1977. In 1974, I joined The Palma
Ceia Baptist Church in Hayward and formed The Original Spiritual Inspirators of
Hayward, Ca. My wife sang in the church choir. In the choir was a guy named Carl
Duncan. Man, that guy could sing. Anyway, out of the choir, I put together the group.
There was Thomas Burton, bass singer, Ray Barnes, lead and manager (he's now a
deacon in a local church), James Moore, tenor (currently assistant pastor of The
Refuge Center Church in Hayward), Carl Duncan, baritone and lead. Carl didn't fit in
so he was replaced by Dave Williams, baritone, presently a deacon at the same
Refuge Center Church, and myself, pastor of the very same Refuge Center. We had a
guy named John Black who sang baritone and were accompanied by Fread Davis, Jr.
on drums and James Brinston on guitar. So the group today consists of myself, lead,
Ray Barnes, Dave Williams, and James Moore.
The name Spiritual Inspirators just about sums up what we do, give folks
spiritual inspiration. Our guitarist, James Brinston, and myself attended McClymonds
High and worked at General Motors together. The Spiritual Inspirators never cut any
records because today if you want to make and promote records you have to have big
money.
In 1983, just four years before retiring from General Motors, I went to work for
them in my wife's home town of Kansas City. Left my family here in Oakland. Five
hundred of us went from the Bay Area when they closed the plant. In Kansas City I met
Rev. J.B. Randolph. His wife had a ten-member choir. They could sing down a church.
The church was out on 71st and Jackson. I was asked to stay and assist Rev.
Randolph and learn pastoring. I joined the choir and sang lead. One song we sang
well was "Rivers of joy," and we sang it everywhere we went because everywhere we
traveled folks wanted to hear that song. it was written by Margaret Plesent Dreaux from
L.A. Bass singer Terry Witherspoon organized a quartet, The Mighty Clouds of Glory,
and asked me to join. I did rehearse with them awhile, but left to return to the Bay Area
in 1987, before really getting with the group. Besides, I was more interested in being
with the choir at the time.
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When I returned to the Bay Area, I joined a drug and alcohol rehabilitation
program in Hayward together with assistant pastor James Moore. Moore had a building
he was renting on 2nd Street. Out of that building developed our program which wound
up at The Refuge Center Baptist Church in 1988.
I have pastored at the Center for five years. We have a youth choir called The
"Rubies" and an adult choir called "The Jewels." I'm also involved in a D & A program
on 53rd and Foothill in Oakland at The Fairfax Deliverance Center. I go every third
Monday of the month to teach class, to try to get people to accept Christianity.
--Transcribed from an interview given in August, 1993.
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Discography
The Southern Travelers:
Big Town 112 & 406
(also Hollywood 406
and on 4 Star)

He's my guiding light /
Peace in the land

Feb. 1954

Be fair /
Let me give you money

1956

Dootone 401

You are an angel /
Love the life I live

1956

Jacy 001/2

So long /
Baby don't go
(with Johnny Heartsman
& His Rhythm Rockers)

1956

The Pipes:
Dootone 388

The Original Fidelatones of Oakland, Ca.:
Fidelitone 308
I am a witness for the Lord /
I have a friend

1958

Anika 1005

When the Lord calls me /
Leave your burdens there

1961

West Coast (Unnumbered)

Going home to live with Jesus /
I don't need nobody else

1962

West Coast (Unnumbered)

Take the Lord along with you /
John The Revelator

1962
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